PROBLEM SOLVER

Many Customers Have Experienced The Following:

**PROBLEM:**
Time-consuming equipment dismantling required
- Lack of time or inability to disassemble parts or equipment for repair
- Need to make repairs in the overhead position

Multiple passes required to obtain maximum properties
- Multiple passes increase costs

**Need to edge-apply hardfacing**
- Base metal melting

**SOLUTION:**
**Cronatron® 7355 Carbide Bearing Hardfacing Electrodes and Wires**
- Easy to use in all positions, including vertical and overhead
- Runs on low amperage to decrease dilution, reducing the need for multiple passes, and minimizing distortion and warping
- High recovery rate (90%) saves money
- No burn-over on thin edges
- Excellent control on fine edges
- Polarity: AC or DC reverse

**APPLICATIONS:**
- Heavy construction and farm equipment
  - Plow and dozer blades
  - Shovel buckets
- Mixing and conveyor parts
  - Auger flights
  - Chutes
  - Mixer paddles

"Let me show you how it works"